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Market innovation: Darda Tank Cutter TC120 
SAFE COLD CUTTING, FINALLY! 
 

Germany. The carrier-operated TC120 Tank Cutter presented by Darda GmbH, 

Blumberg, is a market innovation that inspires demolition and recycling 

professionals. A profitable cutting tool for 3 to 8-ton mini excavators and for the 

BROKK 260 demolition robot, which opens up completely new markets! 

 

In addition to being well-known for its powerful hand-held equipment, Darda is also a 

specialist provider of small attachment tools with enormous power potential. The Darda 

Concrete Crushers, for example, are ranked by industry specialists among the best the 

market has to offer.   

 

Now the innovative technician from the Black Forest take performance one step further: 

The newly developed TC120 Tank Cutter is designed for safe cold cutting of steel 

containers and panels up to 15 mm thickness. With a weight of 270 kg (including rotary 

drive), it develops a cutting force of up to 660 kN (60 tons), with an inlet pressure of 175 

bar. For a steel plate thickness of up to 5 mm, this translates into a cutting performance 

of an outstanding 60-90 m/h.  

 

The TC120 easily cuts structural steel plates, stainless steel plates, all kinds of tanks and 

much else, and what's more without the risk of flammable vapors! Coated tanks with 

residual content, for example, can now be dismantled risk-free. The equipment is 

operated from a safe distance and without the aid of mobile scaffolding or the like. Cold 

cutting therefore also achieves a marked improvement in work safety.    

 

Whether for cutting work outdoors or just specific tasks in buildings and interiors with 

limited space: A mini excavator in combination with the Darda TC120 Tank Cutter can be 

placed almost anywhere without difficulty.  Such dismantling operations will be even 

easier and more effective, for example, when the attachment is used in conjunction with 

an electro-hydraulic BROKK demolition robot. Darda GmbH is a longstanding partner of 

BROKK, the Swedish manufacturer of demolition robots.  
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Increase your productivity through the use of modern and efficient demolition equipment 

and do something good for your employees at the same time. 
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For more information: 

 

DARDA GmbH 

Im Tal 1 

78176 Blumberg 

Phone + 49 (0)7702 – 43 91 0 

Fax  + 49 (0)7702 – 43 91 12 

mailto: info@darda.de 

url: http://www.darda.de 
 


